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BRAMFIELD PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Grievance 

MR WHITELY (Roleystone) [9.31 am]:  My grievance also is directed to the Minister for Education.  He is 
having a busy morning.  Before I start, I extend an invitation to the member for Alfred Cove to visit the schools 
in Maddington, and we can do a comparison of the schools in my electorate with those in her electorate to 
ascertain where the real need is.  The member has a blinkered vision of the world.  I do not think it would do her 
any harm to look at some real unmet need. 

My grievance relates to an issue with which the minister is familiar, because I have written to him about it on a 
number of occasions, and I am determined to progress it.  It relates to classroom design at the Bramfield Park 
Primary School, which was opened in 1979.  In line with the educational thinking of the day, classrooms were 
built with no separation; in other words, two classes were in the one room, and there was absolutely no provision 
for physical separation of the students.  That forces teachers either to team teach or to exercise an unreasonable 
level of control over the kids.  When a teacher has 30 kids for six hours a day, it is unreasonable to expect that 
that teacher can keep them quiet enough so that the class that is only 10 metres away can function.  Therefore, 
teachers are forced to either team teach or stay very quiet. 

This issue was raised with me last year when I visited the school.  The principal, Paul Woodley, took me on a 
tour of the school and highlighted the problem.  He said that it was the most pressing need of the school.  In fact, 
the very next day he wrote me a letter, in which he said - 

I would like to remind you of our conversation regarding the room structures at Bramfield Park where 
we have a current situation of double rooms without any form of partition.  This situation demands that 
teachers work under the duress of constant interaction, whether planned or otherwise, with the next door 
class.  It can be a very stressful situation for many of our staff. 

I suggest that, more than that, it interferes with the education of many of the students.   

Like many of my colleagues on the government benches, I am a former teacher.  One thing that I used to love 
about being a teacher was that I could walk into the classroom, shut the door, and it was my kingdom.  I could 
conduct the class in whatever way I wanted.  I could let the kids be as noisy as possible, or I could keep them 
quiet, if that was appropriate.  I basically controlled what happened in the classroom, and it led to effective 
teaching.  Sometimes, if people came into my classroom, it would have seemed chaotic, because the children 
were often noisy, and there was lots of fun and laughter.  I could not have adopted that sort of teaching style if I 
had been at Bramfield Park Primary School.  I certainly was not a teacher who would have been able to teach 
effectively in that sort of environment. 

As I said, Bramfield Park Primary School was designed in 1979, in a style consistent with the thinking of the 
day, which put a lot of emphasis on team teaching.  There are benefits to be gained from team teaching.  Some 
teachers enjoy an open classroom environment and having the capacity to team teach.  However, it is “a” 
teaching strategy; it is not “the” teaching strategy.  Therefore, it should be optional.  It is 23 years since 
Bramfield Park Primary School was constructed, and there is still no provision for separation of classes.  I 
suggest that it was an educational fashion of the 1970s and, like flares, it is a fashion that belongs in the 1970s. 

The principal, Mr Woodley, is a proactive principal.  He has allocated $22 000 of his current operating budget 
for the construction of steel-framed gyprock walls, and he will have three-metre sliding doors installed.  This 
work will be done over the school holidays and be completed by the beginning of term 2.  As I said, he has 
allocated $22 000 of his budget for this purpose.   

It is worth thinking a little about Bramfield Park Primary School, because it relates to my earlier comments to 
the member for Alfred Cove.  Bramfield Park Primary School is in Maddington.  Maddington is an area in which 
the level of economic prosperity is somewhat less than the average in Western Australia, and certainly less than 
that in Attadale.  The capacity of the school to raise funds independently is limited because of the capacity of the 
parents to contribute.  Therefore, basically, the school must allocate this money from its general operating budget 
to get what is a fundamental right; that is, the right to have four walls and a roof in every classroom.   

In my last correspondence from the minister, he recognised an alternative; that is, the Department of Education 
had spoken to him about the possibility of selling some excess land that is outside the boundaries of the primary 
school.  Effectively, it is not part of the primary school because it is outside the fence of the primary school.  The 
minister said that Mr Woodley had the opportunity to present a business plan.  I spoke with Mr Woodley 
recently, and he has prepared a plan.  However, because he has assessed it as being such a high priority, he has 
had to go ahead and commit to the works prior to receiving an answer about his business plan.  He sees no 
barriers; he has no problem with the sale of an asset that is essentially excess to requirements and has no 
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educational benefit to the school.  Therefore, he supports the sale.  However, I am concerned that if this process 
does not come to fruition and the school does not have access to the funds, it will impact on the ability to 
effectively educate the students at Bramfield Park Primary School.   

I ask the minister to keep that in mind.  I know that schools get funding for minor capital works, but this goes 
beyond that.  As I said, the right of every child to be educated in a classroom that has four walls and a roof goes 
beyond the scope of minor capital works.  I appreciate the work the minister has done and the solution that has 
been identified by the Department of Education.  However, I am anxious to make sure that that is delivered and 
that it does not impact adversely on the education of the kids at Bramfield Park Primary School.   

MR CARPENTER (Willagee - Minister for Education) [9.37 am]:  I thank the member for Roleystone for the 
grievance.  Obviously, he is a member who, like other members, has a great interest in the educational resources 
that are available to the young people in his electorate. 

The SPEAKER:  You did not support his comments about flares, though. 

Mr CARPENTER:  I do support his comments about flares, Mr Speaker.  However, importantly, I am at a slight 
disadvantage in this case because, as the member knows, I have not yet been able to visit Bramfield Park 
Primary School.  I have visited Attadale Primary School, however, and numerous other schools in the member 
for Alfred Cove’s electorate.  I have been lobbied consistently by the member for Roleystone about this specific 
asset of Bramfield Park Primary School, which does not fall into the maintenance scenario that we have just been 
addressing; rather, it comes under the capital works budget allocations of the department.   

As I said a few moments ago, the Government has allocated an extra $30 million for capital improvements to 
schools, the overwhelming amount of which will be allocated to primary schools, although I would prefer it if 
the whole amount were allocated to them.  I have spoken to the Department of Education about the Bramfield 
Park Primary School and, essentially, the department agrees with the member for Roleystone’s description.  
There is an argument within the department as well as the community about whether the open-plan design in 
schools is out of date.  However, it is interesting to note that many of the new schools, particularly at the middle 
school level, have open-plan designs which are very much like those built in the 1970s, but which are more 
suitable these days because of the different pedagogy.   However, we are talking about a primary school, not a 
middle school, with its own requirements and difficulties.  

The estimated cost of constructing interior walls to provide more discrete learning areas is $60 000. 

Mr Whitely:  That would be for five or six learning areas.  Two teachers like the current system, so if another 
$5 000 were allocated, the total cost would be only $27 000. 

Mr CARPENTER:  That is an interesting development.  As the member for Roleystone said, some teachers, even 
at that school, like the open-plan rather than discrete areas.  Until recently, the figures we have been working 
with amounted to about $60 000 for construction along the lines the member for Roleystone suggested.   

The Department of Education is unable to allocate that amount of money partly due to the internal debate about 
whether the design is appropriate.  However, as the member for Roleystone said in his remarks, the department 
has informed me that a small parcel of departmental land contiguous to the school is surplus to educational 
requirements.  The realised value of the land could be around $50 000 to $58 000, which is almost the amount 
previously referred to.   

The department has raised the possibility that that area of land could be sold for a financial return, which would 
be designated for improvements at Bramfield Park Primary School.  Traditionally, I have been reluctant to sell 
land adjoining schools to fund capital works in schools because there is a finite amount of land and we cannot 
continue to fund capital works programs in that way.  

However, as I said in opposition, when there is broad agreement within the community that the sale of a parcel 
of land for the development of an education facility is acceptable and everyone is seeking the same desired 
outcome, I do not see any problem with it. 

Mr Whitely:  It is acceptable to everyone in this case.. 

Mr CARPENTER:  I understand from the department that in this case the local community has not objected to 
the sale of that small parcel of land.  As I said, it could raise between $50 000 and $58 000, which would fund 
the required capital works in the school.  If the required amount has reduced from $60 000 to less than $30 000 
there could be a surplus for other schools or other works at Bramfield Park Primary School.  

I have asked the department to progress the issue down this line and ensure that the outcome required by the 
school community, the principal and the teachers includes the construction of the interior walls.  We are 
probably reaching the point at which the decision has been made within the school about who wants to retain the 
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open-plan area and who wants the discrete learning areas.  Once that matter has been clarified and a prospective 
cost is arrived at for the capital works, we can sell off the small parcel of land to fund it.  

As the member for Roleystone said, the principal of Bramfield Park Primary School was asked by the 
department to prepare a business plan outlining the school’s needs that could be funded from the money received 
from the sale of the land to achieve improved education for students.  The member for Roleystone said that the 
principal has done that.  We have moved through three or four doors and reached the point at which the school 
community has decided what it wants.  The sale of the land is a means by which we can fund it.  We can now 
make the decision to sell the land, allocate the funds to the school and allow the improvements to be made.  I 
will urge the department to progress this issue to meet the school’s requirements. 
 


